How Bats Fly: Canonical Description of Wing Kinematics and Dynamics of a Straight Flying Insectivorous Bat (*Hipposideros Pratti*)
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Bats are some of the most agile flyers in nature with highly articulated and complex wing motions. Because of the complex three-dimensional wing motion, it is challenging to systematically investigate different bat flight regimes across different species. To overcome this challenge, a novel three-dimensional geometric decomposition framework is developed and applied to decompose the complex kinematics into physical modes commonly used to describe flapping flight, namely, flapping mode, pitching, stroke deviation, together with streamwise and spanwise cambering modes. The decomposition is combined with aerodynamic simulations to investigate the cumulative effect of each mode on force production and the mode’s primary contribution to the unsteady vortex dynamics and consequently to lift and thrust production. For the near level *H. pratti* steady flight investigated, the results show that the flapping mode by itself induces drag and very little lift. With the inclusion of the spanwise varying pitching mode, lift production increased by a factor of 3 with positive thrust production resulting from the favorable wing orientation during the upstroke. It was discovered that the wing twist introduced by the spanwise varying pitch angle acted to maintain a near constant effective angle of attack across the wingspan during the downstroke. The primary contribution of the chordwise cambering mode which amounted to between 15-20% of maximum chord length was found to stabilize the evolution of the Leading Edge Vortex (LEV) during the downstroke to increase mean lift by about 35%. Spanwise cambering was perhaps the most complex mode with maximum values exceeding 50% of chord length. This mode was instrumental in reducing negative lift by preventing the formation of strong LEVs during the upstroke. The aerodynamic analysis also established the effect of each mode on the aerodynamic angle of attack and the strong correlation between lift generation and the effective angle of attack.
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